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New Perspectives on the Research of Chinese Culture
This volume contains high quality articles, originally published in Chinese in the Chinese Journal Jiuzhou Xuelin [Chinese Cultural Quarterly] and new articles written on special invitation by established scholars in the field.

Features
► Most recent research on Chinese culture to keep scholarly circles updated
► A platform for dialogue and exchange between Chinese and Western scholars
► High quality contributed articles originally published in the Chinese Journal Jiuzhou Xuelin [Chinese Cultural Quarterly] and new invited articles by established scholars in the field
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Chinese Culture
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This book series makes the research findings of Chinese scholars available to the international academic world and keeps western scholars up to date with the latest research results from China. The volumes will include a wide range of topics, such as Chinese culture, history, literature and philosophy. Articles in English, originally published in Chinese in Jiuzhou Xuelin (Chinese Culture Quarterly) and written on special invitation by established scholars in the field, to seek intellectual dialogue with western scholars.
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A. Halafoff, Deakin University, Burwood, VIC, Australia

The Multifaith Movement: Global Risks and Cosmopolitan Solutions

This book documents the ultramodern rise of the multifaith movement, as multifaith initiatives have been increasingly deployed as cosmopolitan solutions to counter global risks such as terrorism and climate change at the turn of the 21st century. These projects aim to enhance common security, particularly in Western societies following the events of September 11, 2001 and the July 2005 London bombings, where multifaith engagement has been promoted as a strategy to counter violent extremism.

Features
► First in-depth sociological study investigating the multifaith movement, contributing new evidence to challenge the secularisation theory
► First book clearly explaining the role that multifaith initiatives play in countering terrorism
► New theoretical Netpeace framework, providing a missing narrative within the sociology of religion literature
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